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TARGET AUDIENCE: Researchers, clinicians interested in assessing lung function via oxygen-enhanced MRI. 
   
PURPOSE: Oxygen-enhanced MRI (OE-MRI) provides opportunities for simultaneous measurement of ventilation (gas-delivery)1 and gas-uptake2 
by lung tissue through exploiting T1 and T2* contrast mechanisms of molecular oxygen3. In this study, an OE-MRI protocol that permits 
quantification of spatially matched ventilation and oxygen-uptake was implemented and applied to assess the relationships between lung parenchyma 
density, oxygen delivery and uptake in a mouse model of lung emphysema. 
 
METHODS: C57 female mice were instilled with saline (n=9) or porcine pancreatic elastase (PPE, 6.5U/mg, n=10) at days 0 and 7, and then assessed 
with OE-MRI at day 19 (isoflurane anesthesia 1.7%, resp. rate≈60 bpm, temp=36±0.2°C). The animal procedures were approved by the local ethics 
committee. A segmented inversion recovery 2D UTE sequence4 (TE/TR=0.4/6500ms, FA=12°, 400 projections in 10 segments, 7 inversion times) 
was designed for simultaneous quantification of lung density (S), ventilation (ΔR2*) and oxygen uptake (ΔR1) within one acquisition (total time per 
animal ~30 min). A three-parameter fitting algorithm was applied to assess R1 and S. The lung density (≈S), ΔR1=R1air-R1ox, and 
ΔR2*=ln(Sair/Soxygen)·(1/TE) were calculated on both global and pixel levels. For pixel-level analysis, the pixels from all animals within each group 
were divided into twenty bins (with an equal number of pixels each) based on their densities. Then, ΔR1 and ΔR2*, ΔR1/ ΔR2* were calculated for 
each bin. Animals were sacrificed after the MRI 
experiment and histology performed.  
 
RESULTS: PPE animals showed a significant 
decrease in global lung density (13%, p=0.001, t-
test) consistent with the parenchyma loss seen in 
histology (Fig1a). Oxygen-enhancement was 
detected in both groups (ΔR1/R1=4.5% for control 
vs. ΔR1/R1=5.0% for PPE, and ΔR2*=0.08ms-1 for 
control vs. 0.09ms-1 for PPE) but no differences 
were found (Fig1b-d). Both groups exhibited 
normal blood gas levels (data not shown). Representative ΔR1 and ΔR2* maps are shown in Fig2. 
PPE had generally less uniform enhancement patterns than control animals (pixel level ΔR1 standard 
deviations were 12% higher, p=0.02, t-test). Pixel-level analysis demonstrated that ΔR1 and ΔR2* 
varied as a function of density (Fig3). In low density regions (emphysema-like tissue), the PPE 

animals had lower ΔR1 values than control animals, while in higher density regions (‘healthy regions’), the ΔR1 was higher than in the control group 
(non-significant, p=0.1, permutation test, N=10,000). No difference between control and PPE however was found for ΔR2*. A strong correlation 
(rho=0.95 for control and rho=0.9 for PPE) was detected between ΔR1 and ΔR2* indicating that the oxygen uptake was proportional to its 
concentration in the alveolar space (Fig3d). 
 
DISCUSSION: We present an oxygen-enhanced based method for simultaneous mapping of ventilation and oxygen uptake in the control and mice 
exposed to alveolar damage. Both parameters could be derived based on parameters obtained from an inversion-recovery experiment. Although no 
differences in global enhancement were detected between the groups, pixel-level analysis revealed differences between control and PPE that 
depended on tissue density (damage). The significantly larger variations in oxygen uptake found in PPE animals may suggest the ability of the lung’s 
functional reserve to compensate for the non-performing regions. In future studies PPE animals will be exposed to exercise stress in order to test this 
hypothesis. 
 
CONCLUSIONS: This novel method provides a robust way to quantify relationships between alveolar oxygen concentrations and oxygen transported 
to the blood and to establish relationships between these lung functional parameters and alveolar architecture. It has the potential to provide greater 
insight into lung function in heterogeneous lung diseases and/or serve as a potential tool for the early detection of lung dysfunction. It is non-invasive, 
and easy to implement in the clinical settings. 
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Fig 2. ΔR1 and ΔR2* maps for control and PPE.

Fig1. Mean ROI lung density (a), oxygen uptake (b), ventilation (c), ΔR1/ΔR2* ratio (d) in control 
and PPE mice. The gray box indicates confidence interval.   

Fig 3. ΔR1 (a), ΔR2*(b), ΔR1/ΔR2* (c), and ΔR1 vs. ΔR2* (d) assessed in 20 bins based on density (a-c) 
and ΔR2*(d) for control (blue) and PPE (red) animals. 
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